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For your safety

Siemens Vacuum Recloser 3AD

Danger
If the operating instructions are not observed – danger to life
There is a risk to life if the operating instructions are not read
Before unpacking, transporting, erecting or commissioning the
operating instructions must be read in full and the instructions
contained therein must be followed and the warning notices
observed.
Danger
If inadequately qualified personnel is used - danger to life
Qualified personnel
in the sense of these instructions or of the warning notices on the
Vacuum Recloser 3AD they are those people familiar with the setting
up, installation, commissioning, maintenance and operation of the
product, and who have the appropriate qualifications for their activity,
such as, for example:
• training and instruction or authorisation to switch circuits and
devices/systems on and off, to earth them and to identify them, in
line with the standards of safety techniques.
• training or instruction in the care and use of suitable safety
equipment in line with the standards of safety techniques.
• knowledge of EVU or internal company safety rules and operating
procedures
• training in first aid
Danger
In the case of improper use, non-approved structural
modifications and the use of other than Siemens original spare
parts – danger to life
Product liability
Product liability claims are only valid if the Vacuum Recloser 3AD is
used properly (see => Chapter 0), if no non-approved structural
modifications have taken place and if the replacement of the spare
parts obtained has been carried out by Siemens personnel trained
and certified for this work.
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General

0.1

Arrangement of the operating instructions

General

These operating instructions apply for the Vacuum Recloser 3AD. They should
familiarize the personnel with the mechanical design and function of the recloser.
There are also notes on operation, and information concerning erection and
maintenance.
It is advisable for the operating and erection personnel to familiarize themselves as
early as possible with the instructions and other documents provided, in order to
gather any relevant further information on the recloser and its features.
Note:
The operating instructions contain information on proper operation
and maintenance of the equipment, together with warning notices.
They are intended to point out non-approved actions and to indicate
the potential danger associated with operation of the recloser.
The operating instructions should be stored in the control cubicle and always be
easily accessible. For reasons of safety, it is recommended that a copy should be
kept in a different location, for example in the control room.
Should further information be desired, or should particular problems arise which
are not covered sufficiently in the operating instructions, the matter should be
referred to the local SIEMENS sales office. In addition, we would point out that the
contents of these instructions shall not become part of or modify any prior or
existing agreement, commitment or legal relationship.
The sales contract contains all the Siemens obligations. The warranty contained in
the contract is the complete and sole warranty of Siemens. Any statements
contained in these instructions do not create new warranties or modify the existing
warranty.
Cross references to other chapters, sub-sections and illustrations are given in the
text by stating the appropriate location with an arrow in brackets (=>2.1).
In written or verbal communications, please provide the complete designation from
the operating instructions and use only the designations and numbers for sub-parts
used inthese locations.
The operating instructions remain valid until the end of the product's life. After
disposal of the product, it is then possible to dispose of the operating instructions
as well. Siemens reserves the right to update or supplement the product by making
a structural modifications or expansion. These possible expansions are subject to
the same validity as the operating instructions supplied with this product.
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Safety Instructions
The recloser, together with the equipment and special tools also supplied, is in
conformity with the statutory laws, rules and standards applying at the time of
delivery, especially those regulations concerning health and safety.
Provided that the conditions specified in these operating instructions are applied
and complied with (and the safety instructions given in the operating instructions
and/or on the product are followed) the recloser will not cause any danger to
persons, property or the environment. This applies throughout its entire service life,
i.e. from delivery, through installation and operation) right up to the time of
dismantling and disposal.

0.2.1

Prescribed use
The recloser is deemed properly used when
– it is operated in accordance with the agreed terms and conditions of supply and
the technical data and
– the equipment and special tools supplied are used exclusively for their intended
purpose and in accordance with the provisions of these operating instructions.
Any other use is forbidden, unless the express consent of Siemens has been
obtained.
If the above-mentioned conditions are not observed, or the safety instructions are
not followed, there can be danger from
– electric current
– tensioned springs
– falling and/or tipping parts
– charged condensers

0.2.2

Responsibility of the operator
In order to avoid accidents, faults, damage or prohibited impairment of the
environment, the party responsible for transportation, erection, operation,
maintenance and disposal of the recloser or of parts thereof must ensure
– that only qualified and instructed personnel are assigned to work,
– that before starting work, regularly thereafter and following any unusual
occurrences, personnel are instructed concerning the possible dangers and also
the safety measures required to prevent such,
– that regulations and instructions for safety at work (together with instructions on
action to be taken in the event of accidents and/or fire) are at all times available
to personnel and, if necessary, stored in the control cabinet,
– that the equipment and facilities required for work safety, and also the personal
protective clothing etc. necessary for certain procedures, are available and are
used, and
– only spare parts, lubricants and auxiliary materials approved by the
manufacturer are used.
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0.2.3

General

Safety instructions in the operating instructions
These safety instructions form part of these operating instructions, wherever this is
necessary for warding off any residual risks. These safety instructions are
appended before the respective sections. In these sections any necessary safety
instructions are also given prior to descriptions of the relevant actions/procedures.
With regard to the possible consequences of non-compliance with these safety
instructions, the following terminology shall apply:

Danger
denotes an immediate threat of danger. If such a situation is not
prevented, death or severe injury can result.

Warning
denotes a possibly dangerous situation. If such a situation is
not prevented, death or severe injury can result.

Attention
denotes a possibly dangerous situation. If such a situation is
not prevented, minor injuries and/or property damage can result.

Note:
denotes a possibly damaging situation. If such a situation is not
prevented, the product or something in its surroundings can be
damaged.
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1

Shipment and storage

1.1

Packaging and marking

1.1.1

Packaging

Shipment and storage

The packaging is intended to protect the goods both in transit and when loading
and unloading, as well as during storage periods, to prevent any form of
deterioration. The packaging must protect the goods against admissible stresses
during transportation, such as jolts, moisture (seawater, rain, snow). If necessary,
the packaging must also prevent the goods from inadmissibly changing their
specified position inside.
To permit the goods to be shipped safely, economically and in accordance with
regulations, they must be made ready for shipment by the manufacturer prior to
actual packing. Taking into account the various influences on the goods (climate
conditions, total duration of transport and storage, method of transport), several
different types of packaging are used. The type of packaging is quoted on the
dispatch note and described below.
Packaging drawings give information concerning the nature and arrangement of
transport devices
Basic packaging:
Suitable for shipment by road within Europe, including ferries. Suitable for outdoor
storage.
Description:
– on palettes with wooden frames and covered with PE protective foil
Overseas packaging:
Suitable for airfreight or overseas shipment. Suitable for outdoor storage.
Stacking capacity 500 kg/sq. m top cover area
Description:
– on palettes with wooden frame and enclosed airtight in PE protective foil with
dessicant included
– in an overseas crate made from wood (or chipboard).

1.1.2

Marking
The packaging bears symbols which give instructions for safe transport and proper
storage. For the dispatch of non-hazardous goods, the following symbols apply.
This symbols must be strictly observed.

1 This way up
2 Fragile
3 Keep dry
4 Keep away from direct sunlight
5 Centre of gravity
6 Slinging point
7 Sealed packaging
Fig. 1 Symbols, marking for the dispatch of packages
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In addition to the following symbols, further notes may appear as text and/or
illustrations.

1.2

Receipt and handling of shipments

1.2.1

Safety instructions for transport
Warning
Danger to life! - Danger from tipping or falling loads
• Do not stand under suspended loads.
• Do not exceed the carrying capacitiy of transport equipment and
lifting gear. Details of masses and weights in the Technical Data
(=> Chapter 6).
• Do not exceed the load-bearing capacity of the crate(s).
• Local safety conditions must be observed!

1.2.1.1 Transport
The goods must be transported from the manufacturer to the site only by
experienced forwarding agents. The Siemens AG erection personnel may act only
in an advisory and supervisory capacity. Transportation remains exclusively the
responsibility of the forwarding agent.
In addition to vibration and shock stresses during transport, there may be impacts
as a result of dropping, tipping, falling or collision. So as to avoid damage, the
following values must not be exceeded (extract from DIN EN 24180):
Vertical impact
Method of transport: Road / air / water
Permissible stress:
Amplitude 200 up to 300 m/s2 (= 20 up to 30 g),
Determined from individual modular assemblies excluding packaging crates.
Free fall
– Transport on road: Height of fall max. 100 mm
– Transport by air: Height of fall max. 100 mm
– Transport by ship: Height of fall max. 300 mm
Horizontal velocity of impact
– Transport on road: < 2.7 m/s
– Air + water: Not applicable
If a case falls from a certain height (e.g. is dropped as a result of lifting rope
breakage), damage is to be expected irrespective of the case weight. This applies
in particular if the stipulated drop heights are exceeded.

1.2.1.2 Receipt of goods
Before being officially received (signing of receipt), all goods delivered must be
checked by the recipient for
– Completeness with respect to the dispatch note
– External damage of all kinds
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1.2.1.3 Make sure the delivery is complete
Use the dispatch note to check completeness of delivery. The dispatch note
includes the following information:
– Customer order item number,
– Works order item number,
– Content in German and in a foreign language, if applicable,
– Case no.
– Gross weight
– Net weight
– Case dimensions
Scope of delivery (deviations with regard to order are possible):
– Switch unit
– Control cabinet with controller
– Pole mounting bracket
– Cable (control cable plus optional sensor cable)
– Rechargeable batteries
– Accessories (optional)
– Assembly materials

Fig. 2 Switch unit

Fig. 3 Switchgear cabinet

Fig. 4 Pole mounting bracket

Fig. 5 Control cable
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1 Dispatch note no.
2 Designation of case contents
3 Order position
4 Type of packaging
Fig. 6 Extract from a dispatch note
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1.2.1.4 Check the goods for external damage
Carry out the checks after unloading when each case is accessible from all sides.
Carry out the check at that place where the goods are transferred from the
forwarding agents to the recipient named in the dispatch papers.
If on receipt of goods, damage resulting from transport is externally visible, the
recipient must attend to the following:
– Enter the damage discovered immediately in the freight papers and have them
countersigned by the deliverer.
– If the damage is serious or involves total loss and high damage costs, Siemens
must be informed immediately.
– Do not tamper with the damage after it has been discovered and keep all
packaging materials until a decision has been made concerning inspection by
the forwarding agents or by the transport insurance company.
– Make a statement of facts (or list of damage) on the spot with the carrier
concerned (forwarding agents, railway, post). This is essential for a claim for
damages!
– Consult the loss adjuster immediately in accordance with the stipulations of the
transport insurance companies.
– Open the damaged case(s) sufficiently to be able to ascertain the total extent of
the damage.
– Name the damaged parts according to the operating instructions; if necessary
refer to the illustrations in the instructions showing the parts concerned. This
makes identification of the parts easier for the manufacturer.
– If possible, take photographs of the damage caused to the packaging and the
contents. This also applies for any evidence of corrosion to the packed goods as
a result of moisture entering (rain, snow, seawater, condensate).
– Ensure that Siemens receives the statement of facts (or a list of damage) as
quickly as possible (a copy is to remain on site). Contact the Siemens
representative responsible for the site, or the responsible Siemens agency.
It is unavoidable that some damage may not be discovered until considerably later
on site, i.e. after receipt and after very short deadlines have been passed. There is
hardly any recourse to the carrier (or whoever was responsible for causing the
damage) as far as this "hidden damage" is concerned.
Should hidden damage to the goods occur, i.e. damage which is only discovered
after receipt during unpacking, proceed as follows:
– Hold the party concerned for causing the damage liable as quickly as possible
by telephone and in writing and apply for a statement of facts or a list of
damage.
– Observe the deadlines prevailing in the various countries for this; establish these
as soon as possible.

1.2.1.5 Transport to the site
Transport to the site means the moving of packed or unpacked goods before or
during erection. Devices used for moving include:
– Trucks or other vehicles; ensure that they are capable of bearing the load.
– Fork-lift trucks
– Mobile and/or stationary cranes
– Various ropes
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Warning
When loading and unloading heavy goods (especially if using
winches, jacks and crowbars, etc),
risk of load tipping – danger to life!
• Prop up top-heavy or side-heavy loads and secure them by ropes
during transport.
• Stabilise the transport vehicle with props or jacks during loading
and unloading, in order to avoid tipping or collapse of the load
area. Always apply the brakes.
• Heavy goods should be secured so that they cannot shift during
transport.
• When using steel ropes, use wooden blocks to prevent them from
rubbing against the cases or cutting into them.
• Use the marked slinging points.
• Local safety conditions must be observed!
• The recloser must be switched to the OFF position.

1.3

Unpacking
Warning
Danger from tilting or falling load – danger to life!
• Do not stand under a suspended load.
• Do not exceed the carrying capacitiy of transport equipment and
lifting gear. Details of masses and weights in the Technical Data
(=> Chapter 6).
• Local safety conditions must be observed!

Attention
Danger from shifting weight or careless unpacking – personal
injury or material damage
• Due to a shifting weight, injury and/or damage may be caused
when transporting the Vacuum Recloser 3AD by crane.
• In the case of careless unpacking, assemblies and small parts can
cause damage to each other.
• If the shields on the poles are damaged, the switch unit must not
be used and it must be returned in the original packaging.
• If the rechargeable batteries are installed, do not lay the
switchgear cabinet down!
Unpack in the following order:
• Open the carton/crate/case.
• Cut through the sticky tape on the PE protective foil and carefully remove the
PE protective foil.
• Remove the dessicant and any loose small parts.
• Remove the pole mounting bracket, assembly materials and other accessories.
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Attention
Avoid any damage to the assemblies when unpacking and
transporting – damage can affect subsequent operation
For interim storage at the assembly location, place the switch unit
Fig. 7 on a suitable base support on its support feet. Avoid damage to
the switch position indicators, e.g. caused by an uneven floor surface!
The switchgear cabinet, Fig. 8, must not be placed on the
connections for the control and sensor conductor. If the rechargeable
batteries are installed, do not lay the switchgear cabinet down!
• Lift the switchgear cabinet out of its packaging by attaching suitable lifting tackle
to the 2 upper crane eye-bolts.

12
Crane eye-bolts
Fig. 7 Switch unit
• Lift the switch unit out of its packaging by attaching suitable lifting tackle to the 4
crane eye-bolts.

Photo of control unit with crane eye-bolts

70
Crane eye-bolts
Fig. 8 Control unit
• Should any damage occur to the paint surface due to the crane hooks or other
tools, repair this damage before commissioning.
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Storage
Attention
Avoid damage to modular assemblies during storage – damage
can affect subsequent operation
• Pay attention to the carrying capacity of the storage area.
• Do not overload any goods by excessive stacking. Do not place
heavy goods one on top of another.
• The crates should be arranged so that the case number is clearly
visible.
When storing, ensure that the recloser is in the following condition:
• Switch position "OFF"
• "Manual OFF" not actuated (actuation rod pushed in)
• Remove the rechargeable batteries from the packaging, store in
an air-conditioned room and re-charge at least every 6 months.
The recloser can be stored outside for a limited period in its original transport
packaging under normal operating conditions.

1.3.1.1 Storage of spare parts
The storage room should be well-ventilated, as dustfree as possible and dry. It
should have a constant temperature of between + 15°C (+ 59 °F) and + 25°C
(+ 77 °F). The relative humidity should be maintained at less than approx. 50%. If
the relative humidity is more than 70%, or the parts are stored outside, the anticondensation heating provided in the switchgear cabinet and in the switch unit
must be connected.
Storage rooms should be large enough to permit a stable and clear arrangement of
the stored parts. Access to and transport of the individual assemblies and parts
must be assured at all times without the risk of damage to these parts.
Store the Vacuum Recloser 3AD, if it is not to be installed immediately after
delivery, in its packaging in an enclosed storeroom.
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Description

2.1

Recloser principle
Reclosers are used in distribution systems of power supply companies (utilities).
Like circuit-breakers they are in charge of making and breaking normal and fault
currents. They are fully equipped with sensors and controller being the protection
and control device. In case of line fault, they can break and make several times,
thus avoiding longer network interruptions due to temporary faults.
3AD vacuum reclosers are outdoor circuit-breakers designed for repeated opening
and reclosing in case of fault. They fulfil this task almost automatically by
monitoring the line.
The development, design and testing of the vacuum recloser was carried out
based on current regulations and standards and current state-of-the-art
technology. The product conforms to the following regulations:
– ANSI C37.60 (2003)
– IEC 60255
– IEC 60694 (in future IEC 62271-1)
– VDE 0670

2.2

Design
The vacuum recloser consists of the main components of switch unit (circuitbreaker) and switchgear cabinet.

Fig. 9 Switch unit

2.3

Fig. 10 Switchgear cabinet

Switch unit
The switch unit consists of the switch poles, the operating mechanism and the side
sections with the support feet. The side sections with the support feet, together
with the operating mechanism housing, form the basis of the switch unit. In this
way, the switch unit can be fixed securely to the pole mounting bracket (=> 2.3.3)
or placed on the floor.
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3
Upper connection 3/4"
4
Lower connection 3/4"
6
Switch pole
10
Operating mechanism housing
11
Side section with support foot
12
Crane eye-bolts
Fig.11 Switch unit

2.3.1

Switch pole
The switch pole consists of (cycloaliphatic) cast resin, suitable for outdoor use, in
which the vacuum switching tubes are located. In addition it contains a current
transformer and an optional voltage sensor.

New picture
21/22.01.2008
2
Switch pole with integrated vacuum switching tubes
3
Upper connection 3/4" with connecting flange
4
Lower connection 3/4" with connecting flange
6
Integrated voltage sensor (optional)
7
Integrated current transformer
Fig. 12 Switch pole
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2.3.1.2 Current transformer
The Vacuum Recloser 3AD is equipped with one integrated current transformer for
each phase. The current transformer has a transformation ratio of 800 A : 1 A. It is
optimised for operation with the controller (=> 2.4 Control cubicle). However, the
secondary signal could also be processed by any other controller.
The secondary connections of the current transformer are connected to a varistor
for each pole in the switch unit. This prevents the occurrence of dangerous excess
voltages, if the control cable is removed when the switch unit is in operation. The
varistor must not be removed!

Danger
Impermissible high voltage – danger to life and malfunction of
the current transformer!
The varistors installed in the control unit are used to protect
against impermissible high voltages. The varistors must not be
removed.
The signal transfer from the current transformers to the controller is by the control
cable, i.e. a separate cable is not required.

2.3.1.3 Voltage sensor(optional)
The Vacuum Recloser 3AD can be equipped with integrated ohmic voltage sensors
(=> Page 18, Fig.12, Item 6) (order option). These have a high level of accuracy
and are used both for measurement and protection purposes. The transformation
ratio is adapted to operation with the controller (=> 2.4 Switchgear cabinet) and
provides a 110 V/√3 secondary signal.
No other controller may be used for the voltage measurement, since otherwise the
transformation ratio would be changed. The signal transfer from the voltage
sensors to the controller occurs with an optional separate sensor cable, which is
equipped with special screening. As a result, it achieves a high level of
measurement accuracy and is not sensitive to interference. The sensor cable is
connected at the back of the operating mechanism, next to the control cable (=>
2.3.2, Fig. 14, Item 19).
The secondary connections of the voltage sensors are connected to a varistor for
each pole in the switch unit. This prevents the occurrence of dangerous overvoltages, if the sensor cable is removed whilst the switch unit is in operation. The
varistor must not be removed!

Danger
Impermissible high voltage – danger to life and malfunction of
the voltage sensor!
The varistors installed in the control unit are used to protect
against impermissible high voltages. The varistors must not be
removed.
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Operating mechanism
The operating mechanism for the vacuum switching tubes is located in the
operating mechanism housing. To meet the required short switch cycles of the
recloser, it is designed as a magnetic drive with condensers as energy
accumulators. A mechanism connects the magnetic drives with the pole columns
and actuates the vacuum switching tubes

6
Switch pole
10
Operating mechanism housing
11
Side section with support foot
13
ON-OFF switch position indicators
14
Switching cycle counter
15
Actuation rod with hook to switch off manually and for lock out
18
Connection for magnetic drive control cable
19
Connection for sensor cable (optional)
20
Earth connection
Fig. 13 Operating mechanism
The operating mechanism is equipped with anti-condensation heating. This is
actuated together with the heating in the switchgear cabinet via a thermostat.
The mechanical ON-OFF switch position indicators are easily visible from the
ground and show the current switch position of the recloser. The colour display is
reflective and is therefore also easily visible in the dark using a torch.
Display in switch position indicator
Recloser is switched on

RED*

Recloser is switched off

GREEN*

* Different colours are possible at the customer's request

2.3.2.4 Lock out actuation
An actuation rod with a hook (15) protrudes from the operating mechanism
housing, with which it is possible to turn the switch unit off mechanically and to lock
it. The hook is painted light yellow and is therefore easy to see. This can be
operated with a telescopic rod. As a result of the mechanical coupling, the effect on
all three poles is concurrent.
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By operating the "lock out" mechanism, the recloser is switched off mechanically
and locked in this position. This locking has a dual electrical effect: It locks both
Switching on via the controller, as well as switching on via the electronics. It also
mechanically locks against switching on via the magnetic drive.

15
Actuation rod with hook
Fig. 14 Actuation rod with hook for switching off manually
As long as the actuation rod is pulled out of the operating mechanism housing, it is
not possible to turn on the switch unit electrically, either locally or from the control
room. The blocking is not cancelled until the actuation rod has been pushed in.
After this it is possible to switch the unit on electrically again, either locally of from
the control room.
The switching is described in Chapter (=>4).

2.3.2.5 Switching cycle counter
A mechanical switching cycle counter is installed on the underside of the drive
mechanism housing. This records the total number of switching cycles,
independently of the electrical recording in the controller. The switching cycle
counter is used to obtain a mechanical count, alongside the electronic resettable
counter in the controller.

13
ON-OFF switch position indicators
14
Switching cycle counter
15
Actuation rod with hook
Fig. 15 Switching cycle counter on the drive mechanism housing
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Pole mounting bracket
A pole mounting bracket is used to install the switch unit on the overhead line pole,
which can also optionally take up excess current surge arresters (see Fig. 16).
It is recommended that at least one M20 bolt is used to fix the pole mounting
bracket to the pole. It is possible to deviate from this in line with local operator
regulations.
For setting up within substations, a special frame is intended for use (not shown).

23
Hole for bolt for fixing to pole
24
Bracket for excess current surge arrester on load side (optional)
25
Fixing points for the switch unit
26
Bracket for excess current surge arrester on feed side (optional)
Fig. 16 Pole mounting bracket

9
Connection flange
16
Excess current surge arrester on load side (optional)
17
Excess current surge arrester on feed side (optional)
Fig. 17 Pole mounting bracket (example with 6 surge arresters)
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2.4

Switchgear Cabinet
The switchgear cabinet is fixed to an integrated pole bracket on the lower part of
the outdoor pole at operating height, or in line with local operator regulations.
It is equipped with a lockable door. This can be secured with a padlock. Behind the
door is a swivel frame with controller, fuses and a mains plug for a laptop. Behind
the swivel frame there are further control elements, such as PCBs, rechargeable
batteries and plug rails.

30 Switchgear cabinet
32 Controller
33 Door
37 Plug socket
40 Separate ON/OFF pushbuttons
42 Connections for control cable
43 Connection for sensor cable (optional)
44 Cable duct for auxiliary supplies and
customer interface
48 Document holder
53 Cap rail for modem mounting (optional)
62 MCB F1 and F2

Fig. 18 Switchgear cabinet with door open

34 Swivel frame
35 Terminal rails with customer interface
36 Rechargeable batteries
39 Mains unit for power supply
45 Anti-condensation heating
53 Cap rail for modem mounting (optional)

Fig. 19 Switchgear cabinet with swivel frame open
The switchgear cabinet is equipped with anti-condensation heating with a
thermostat, which also controls the heating in the switch unit. The heating is
switched off above approx. 40 °C.

LP1 Printed circuit board 1
LP2 Printed circuit board 2
LP3 Printed circuit board 3
52 MCB F3
54 Customer interface

Fig. 20 Switchgear cabinet with frame open (detailed view)
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LP1

Mains unit with auxiliary power supply, protected by F1, charging of
batteries and varistors

LP2

Control of the magnetic drive with monitoring of end positions, monitoring
for cable breaks, with discharge switch for the condensers

LP3

Condensers for magnetic drive

LP2 Printed circuit board 2
LP3 Printed circuit board 3
51 Rocker switch for condenser discharging

Fig. 21 Switchgear cabinet with frame open (detailed view CB3 and CB2)
Discharge switch for the condensers
Right position:

Operating position

Left position:

Discharge position

Note:
During operation, the rocker switch (51) must be in the operating
position.
For maintenance work, the rocker switch (51) must be in the
discharge condensers position.

2.4.1

Controller
The recloser is operated on site and parameters are set using the controller.
Operating and display elements, as well as an interface for the connection of an
external PC, are available to the user. Access to the menu-led operating levels is
protected by many password levels.
The relay incorporates two levels of password protection – one for settings, the
other for control functions. The Settings Password prevents unauthorised changes
to settings from the front fascia or over the data comms channel(s). The Control
Password prevents unauthorised operation of controls in the relay Control Menu
from the front fascia.
The relay is supplied with the passwords set to NONE, i.e. the password feature is
disabled. The password must be entered twice as a security measure against
accidental changes. Once a password has been entered then it will be required
thereafter to change settings or initiate control commands.
Once the password has been validated, the user is ‘logged on’ and any further
changes can be made without re-entering the password. If no more changes are
made within 1 hour then the user will automatically be ‘logged off’, re-enabling the
password feature.
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C0
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
C1
Protection Healthy – LED
C2
Pickup – LED
C3
Tripup – LED
C4
Standard Keys
C5
Indication – LED
C6
Function Keys – LED (optional)
C7
Relay labels
F1
Open
F2
Close
F3
Switch the automatic recloser function on/off
F4
On/off "live line" function for working under voltage
F5
Switch earth fault protection on/off
F6
Switch sensitive earth fault detection on/off
F7
Switch protection on/off
F12 Operating interface on/off
60
USB interface
61
Enter key
Fig. 22 Controller

C0 - Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
A 4 line by 20-character liquid crystal display indicates settings, instrumentation,
fault data and control commands.

C1 - PROTECTION HEALTHY LED
This green LED is steadily illuminated to indicate that DC voltage has been applied
to the relay power supply and that the relay is operating correctly. If the internal
relay watchdog detects an internal fault then this LED will continuously flash.
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C2 - PICKUP LED
This amber LED is illuminated to indicate that a user selectable function(s) has
picked up. The LED will self reset after the initiating condition has been removed.
Functions are assigned to the Pickup LED in the OUTPUT CONFIG>PICKUP
CONFIG menu.

C3 - TRIP LED
This red LED is steadily illuminated to indicate that a user selectable function has
operated to trip the
circuit breaker. Functions are assigned to the ‘Trip’ LED using the OUTPUT
CONFIG>Trip Contacts setting.
Operation of the LED is latched and can be reset by either pressing the
TEST/RESET► button,
energising a suitably programmed binary input, or, by sending an appropriate
command over the data communications channel(s).

C4 - Standard Keys
The relay is supplied with five pushbuttons. The buttons are used to navigate the
menu structure and control relay functions. They are labelled:
▲ Increases a setting or moves up menu.
▼ Decreases a setting or moves down menu.
TEST/RESET► Moves right, can be used to reset selected functionality and for
LED test (at relay identifier screen).
ENTER Used to initiate and accept settings changes.
CANCEL. Used to cancel settings changes and/or move up the menu structure by
one level per press.
NOTE: All settings and configuration of LEDs, BI, BO and function keys can be
accessed and set by the user using these keys. Alternatively configuration/settings
files can be loaded into the relay using ‘ReyDisp’.

C5 - Indication LEDs
Relays have either 8 or 16 user programmable LED indicators. Each LED can be
programmed to be illuminated as either green, amber or red.
Each LED can be labelled by withdrawing the relay and inserting a label strip into
the pocket behind the front fascia. A ‘template’ is available to allow users to create
and print customised legends.

C6 - Function Keys/ LEDs (Optional)
The 12 programmable can be configured by the user to initiate selected functions
from the Control menu (INPUT CONFIG > FUNCTION KEY MATRIX).
Each pushbutton has an associated LED. LEDs can be programmed as hand or
self reset and can be illuminated as green, amber or red (OUTPUT CONFIG > LED
CONFIG).
Each Function key can be labelled by withdrawing the relay and inserting a label
strip into the pocket behind the front fascia.
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7 - Relay labels
Above the LCD three labels are provided, these provide the following information:
1) Product name and order code.
2) Nominal current rating, rated frequency, voltage rating, auxiliary dc supply
rating, binary input supply rating, configuration and serial number.
3) Blank label for user defined information.
A ‘template’ is available to allow users to create and print customised labels.

2.4.2

Auxiliary power supply
The auxiliary power supply is secured with the aid of rechargeable batteries (=>
2.4.3) as an interruption-free power supply.
Input is via the printed circuit board 1 (PCB1) and the mains unit is supplied with
the auxiliary power provided by the customer. Protection is provided by the fuse
F1. In addition, charging of the batteries and the condensers is carried out with
temperature compensation.

2.4.3

Rechargeable batteries
4 individual 12 V rechargeable batteries are supplied. These are to be installed in
series on site (=> 3 Erection and Commissioning). Protection is provided by the
fuse F3. The rechargeable batteries ensure stand-by operation for 48 hours.

2.4.4

Customer interfaces
The following interfaces are available.
– 3 of each binary inputs and outputs on the customer interface (54) on the
terminal rail (35). These are marked by orange-coloured labels. The binary
inputs are switched to + 48V. The binary outputs are of potential-free design.
– On the front of the controller there is a USB interface (60) for connecting a
laptop to set parameters and update the firmware.
– For the connection to RTU or SCADA:
 RS/EIA-485 port on the back
 Connection for IRIG-B signal on the back (optional)
 Optical (Rx/Tx) (optional)
 RS/EIA-232 port on the back (optional)
Communication protocols DNP3, Modbus and IEC 60870-5-103 are supported.
– Power supply for the communication modules (optional)
For an optional radio unit or modem operation in order to communicate with the
control room (=> 2.4.4) there is an additional optional power supply available in the
switchgear cabinet. This is not connected to the interruption-free power supply.
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Operation

Operation
The extent and content of the provisions to be met when operating the recloser are
determined by the fact that the documented recloser is always just one part of a
network with varying interdependencies and links. The operator of the recloser
must diligently adapt his operating instructions to the respective manufacturer's
documentation and regulations. This ensures reliable, safe and fault-free operation
of the recloser.

3.1

Safety instructions for operation
The recloser offers a high level of security in every respect. However, this fact must
not induce the operating personnel to show indifference to the safety rules in the
course of time. In addition to the safety rules valid in the country in question, a few
precautionary measures and points to be noted in connection with this type of
recloser are listed below:
• The accessories required to operate the recloser, and for general safety
reasons, must be stored neatly in a specific location and must be checked
regularly for completeness and good condition.
• All keys must be accessible only to the responsible operating personnel.
• No modifications may be carried out on the recloser whilst it is in service. This
includes removal of parts, opening the operating mechanism housing,
intervention in the drive system of the recloser, etc.
• The control cable and the optional sensor cable must not be removed during
operation. Removing these cables would mean that no further electrical switch
actions would be carried out, and no measurement values or other responses
can be sent from the switch unit to the controller.

Danger
Danger to life – by touching live parts on the switch unit and in
the switchgear cabinet.
• Do not work in the areas of the easily accessible live components
without disconnecting and earthing them.
• Do not touch live parts
• Ensure that only qualified and instructed personnel, who are familiar with the operating instructions and who observe the warning
notices, operate the equipment and carry out the switching
actions.

3.2

Switching
When switching we differentiate between normal operational switching, electrical
switching (remote operation and "local switching") and "lock out".

3.2.1

Normal operational switching
By normal operational switching we understand the execution of switching actions
which result from the network operation or the automatic switching triggered by the
controller to protect the network or the end user.
Normal operational switching is carried out automatically by the controller, by
remote control from the control room, or manually "locally".
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Local switching
By "local switching" we understand the manual switching of the recloser at the
controller, in preparation for maintenance work on the operator network, for repair
work on the recloser or for erection and commissioning.
These switching actions can be carried out on the control unit using the ON/OFF
pushbuttons and the function keys on the controller.

Positionsnummern werden in der Grafik noch
ergänzt
30 Switchgear cabinet
32 Controller
40 Separate ON/OFF pushbuttons

Fig. 23 Switchgear cabinet with controller
No special actions or prerequisites are necessary before switching.

3.2.2.6 Switching using ON/OFF pushbuttons
Switching off the recloser:
• Press the green OFF pushbutton (40).
The recloser opens.
After switching, the green LED illuminates on the controller (F1) to show that the
switch position has been reached. The mechanical switch position indicator on the
operating mechanism housing shows "green". The red LED next to F2 is off. The
switch action is complete.

Switching on the recloser:
• Press the red ON pushbutton (40).
The recloser closes.
After switching, the red LED illuminates on the controller (F2) to show that the
switch position has been reached. The mechanical switch position indicator on the
operating mechanism housing shows "red". The green LED next to F1 is off. The
switch action is complete.
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3.2.2.7 Switching via the controller

F1
Open
F2
Close
61
<Enter> key
Fig. 24 Controller
Switching off the recloser:
• Press the F1 key.
• Press the <Enter> key.
The recloser opens.
After switching, the green LED illuminates on the controller (F1) to show that the
switch position has been reached. The mechanical switch position indicator on the
operating mechanism housing shows "green". The red LED next to F2 is off. The
switch action is complete.

Switching on the recloser:
• Press the F2 key.
• Press the <Enter> key.
The recloser closes.
After switching, the red LED illuminates on the controller (F2) to show that the
switch position has been reached. The mechanical switch position indicator on the
operating mechanism housing shows "red". The green LED next to F2 is off. The
switch action is complete.
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Lock out
No special actions or prerequisites are necessary before switching. The recloser
can also be switched to "lock out" when under load.
As a result of the mechanical coupling, the effect is on all three poles.

15
Actuation rod with hook
Fig. 25 Actuation rod with hook for switching off manually
Switching off the recloser:
• Using a long rod from the ground, pull down the actuation rod on the operating
mechanism housing using the hook eye, until you reach the end stop.
The recloser opens.
After switching, the green LED illuminates on the controller (F1) to show that the
switch position has been reached. The mechanical switch position indicator on the
operating mechanism housing shows "green". The switch action is complete.
By operating the "lock out" mechanism, the recloser is switched off mechanically
and locked in this position. This locking has a dual electrical effect and locks both
switching on by the controller, as well as switching on via the electronics. It also
creates a mechanical lock.
As long as the actuation rod is pulled out of the operating mechanism housing, it is
not possible to turn on the switch unit electrically, either locally or from the control
room. The blocking is not cancelled until the actuation rod has been pushed in.
Then it is again possible to switch the unit on electrically either locally or from the
control room.
Switching on the recloser:
• Using a long rod from the ground, push the actuation rod on the operating
mechanism housing up using the hook eye, until you reach the end stop.
Note:
After switching on with the operating mechanism rod, the recloser still
needs to be switched on electrically.
Switching on electrically via the controller or ON/OFF pushbuttons
Switching on at the controller
• Press the F2 key
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Switching on via the ON/OFF
pushbuttons
• Switching on electrically
ON/OFF pushbuttons

using

• Press the Enter key

• Press the red ON pushbutton (40)

The recloser closes

The recloser closes
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Operation

After switching, the red LED illuminates on the controller (F2) to show that the
switch position has been reached. The mechanical switch position indicator on the
operating mechanism housing shows "red". The green LED next to F2 is off. The
switch action is complete.
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Technical Data

4.1

Electrical and mechanical parameters

4.1.1

Main characteristic data
Design voltage Ur

kV

15

27

Design operating current Ir

A

400 / 630 / 800

Design lightning impact voltage Ur

kV

110

125

Design short term alternating-current voltage

kV

50

60

Design short-circuit breaking current ISC

kA

12,5 / 16

Design short-circuit starting current

kA

31,5 / 40

Mechanical working life (switching cycles)

10.000

Short-circuit switch-offs

up to 200

Ambient temperature range

°C

-30 to +55

Distance between pole centres

mm

376

372

Phase/phase (conductor/conductor)

mm

312

312

Phase/earth (conductor/earth)

mm

287

287

Phase/earth (conductor/earth)

mm

810

810

Between upper and lower connection

mm

Sparking distance d

Creep distance
1174

Response values of switch off current for

4.1.2

- phase errors

40 A

- earth faults

40 A

- sensitive earth faults

4A

Switch and time elements
Switch on time (closing time)

ms

< 60

Switch off individual time (opening time)

ms

< 35

Arcing time

ms

< 15

Interrupting time

ms

< 50

Pauses in the recloser cycle (reclosing interval)

4.1.3

Time to switch on again after 1st switch off

s

0.2 to 14,400

Switching on time after 2nd switch off

s

2 to 14,400

Switching on time after 3rd switch off

s

2 to 14,400

Current transformer data
The current transformer has a transformation ratio of 800 A : 1 A.
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Voltage sensor data (optional)
The transformation ratio of the the voltage sensors is adapted to operation with the
controller and provides a 110 V/√3 secondary signal.

4.1.5

Ambient conditions
The Vacuum Recloser 3AD is suitable for use in climate classes according to IEC
721, Part 3.4, as listed below:
– Climatic environmental conditions: Class 4K4H
– Other climatic environmental conditions: Class 4Z5 and 4Z7
– Biological environmental conditions: Class 4B2
– Chemically active substances: Class 4C1
– Mechanically active substances: Class 4S2
– Mechanical environmental conditions: Class 4M2

Fig. 26 Symbols of valid climatic conditions

4.1.6

Erection heights – Insulating property
The insulating property of insulation in air decreases as the height increases, due
to the reduced air density. The stated design lightning impact current values (=>
6.1.1) are valid according to IEC 60694 up to an erection height of 1,000 m above
sea level. Above a height of 1000 m, the insulation level must be corrected in line
with Fig. 27:
U ≥ U0 • Ka
U
U0
Ka

Design withstand voltage U under
standard reference atmosphere
required design withstand voltage for
the installation location
Height correction factor

Ka = e

m

• (H - 1000)/8150

Calculation of the height correction factor
Ka:
H=
Erection height in metres
m = 1 for alternating-current voltage,
lightning impact voltage (between
the conductors, conductor-earth,
longitudinal stress)

Fig. 27 Height correction factor Ka
Example
For a required design withstand voltage of 110 kV at a height of 2500 m, an
insulation level of at least 132 kV is required under standard reference
atmosphere.
132 kV ≥ 110 kV • e1 • (2500 - 1000)/8150 ≈110 kV • 1.2
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4.2

Dimensions and weights

4.2.1

Switch unit
Design voltage Ur
Dimensions Length x Width x Height
Weight/Mass

kV
mm
kg

15
27
1,175 x 539 x 962
130
130

INCORPORATION OF DISTANCE BETWEEN HOLES AND HOLE DIAMETER
FOR POLE FIXING
Fig. 28 Important switch unit dimensions

4.2.2

Switchgear cabinet
Dimensions Length x Width x Height
(without switchgear cabinet)
Weight/Mass

mm

600 x 600 x 350

kg

??

Fig. 29 Important control unit dimensions
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Pole mounting bracket
Dimensions Length x Width x Height
Weight/Mass

mm
kg

Fig. 30 Important pole mounting bracket dimensions
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4.3

Technical Data

Rating plate
The rating plate is located on the underside of the operating mechanism housing of
the switch unit. A copy of the rating plate is in the switchgear cabinet.

a
Manufacturer
b
Design ID
c
Year of manufacture
d
Design operating current Ir
e
Mass m
f
Design short term alternating-current voltage Ud
g
Design lightning impact voltage Up
h
Design short-circuit switch-off current Isc
i
Design voltage Ur, Design frequency
k
Serial number
l
Type designation/Order number
m
Quality control stamp
n
Standard
Fig. 31 Rating plate
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